**Organic Product Importation from the U.S. under Equivalency Arrangement (1)**

**Third Country**
- Packing Box

**The U.S.**
- Opening Box
- Re-packing

**Case when bananas are labeled as organic**

**Case when bananas aren’t labeled as organic but cardboard box are labeled as “organic”**

**Case when bananas were labeled in the third country and re-packed in the cardboard box and this box is labeled as “organic”**

* Individual packaging and organic labeling is occurred in the third country

**Neither bananas nor cardboard box are labeled as organic, but invoice is indicated as “organic”**

**Neither of bananas, cardboard box nor invoice are labeled/indicated as “organic”**

- OK
- OK
- N/A
- N/A
- N/A

To Japan
Organic products of third country

Processed foods from third country are used for ingredient and processed in the U.S.

Processed foods in the barrel are used for ingredient and processed

Processed foods from third country are re-packed and labeled in the U.S.

Re-pack processed food in the barrel to bottles

Not processed in the U.S. and re-export

OK

To the U.S.

The invoice indicates that products are organic

Not processed in the U.S. and re-packed in the cardboard box

N/A

Not processed in the U.S. and re-packed in the cardboard box

The boxes are labeled as organic

OK

To the U.S.

Processed foods in the barrel are used for ingredient and processed

Not processed in the U.S. and re-export

N/A

Processed foods from third country are used for ingredient and processed in the U.S.

The invoice indicates that products are organic

OK

To the U.S.

Processed foods in the barrel are used for ingredient and processed

Not processed in the U.S. and re-packed in the cardboard box

N/A

Processed foods from third country are re-packed and labeled in the U.S.

The boxes are labeled as organic

OK

To the U.S.

Processed foods in the barrel are used for ingredient and processed

Not processed in the U.S. and re-export

N/A

Processed foods from third country are used for ingredient and processed in the U.S.

The invoice indicates that products are organic

OK

To the U.S.

Processed foods in the barrel are used for ingredient and processed

Not processed in the U.S. and re-export

N/A

Processed foods from third country are used for ingredient and processed in the U.S.

The invoice indicates that products are organic

OK

To the U.S.

Processed foods in the barrel are used for ingredient and processed

Not processed in the U.S. and re-export

N/A

Processed foods from third country are used for ingredient and processed in the U.S.

The invoice indicates that products are organic

OK

To the U.S.

Processed foods in the barrel are used for ingredient and processed

Not processed in the U.S. and re-export

N/A

Processed foods from third country are used for ingredient and processed in the U.S.

The invoice indicates that products are organic

OK

To the U.S.

Processed foods in the barrel are used for ingredient and processed

Not processed in the U.S. and re-export

N/A

Processed foods from third country are used for ingredient and processed in the U.S.

The invoice indicates that products are organic

OK

To the U.S.

Processed foods in the barrel are used for ingredient and processed

Not processed in the U.S. and re-export

N/A

Processed foods from third country are used for ingredient and processed in the U.S.

The invoice indicates that products are organic

OK

To the U.S.

Processed foods in the barrel are used for ingredient and processed

Not processed in the U.S. and re-export

N/A

Processed foods from third country are used for ingredient and processed in the U.S.

The invoice indicates that products are organic

OK

To the U.S.

Processed foods in the barrel are used for ingredient and processed

Not processed in the U.S. and re-export

N/A

Processed foods from third country are used for ingredient and processed in the U.S.

The invoice indicates that products are organic

OK

To the U.S.
Organic Product Exportation to the U.S. under Equivalency Arrangement (1)

**Third Country**

- Organic Plants
- JAS certified Rice

**Japan**

- Re-packing

**Case when rice is packed in the bag and this bag is labeled as organic**

**Case when rice is packed in the bag and this bag isn’t labeled, but the cardboard box is labeled as organic**

**Case when rice is packed and neither bag nor cardboard box are labeled/indicated as organic**

**Case when rice is packed and labeled as organic in the third country and rice bags are re-packed in the cardboard box. The box is labeled as organic.**

**Case when rice is packed and neither bag nor cardboard box are labeled as organic, but the invoice is indicated as organic.**

**Case when rice is packed and neither bag, cardboard box nor invoice are labeled/indicated as organic.**
Organic products of third country

- Processed foods from third country are used for ingredient and processed in Japan: OK
  - Processed foods in the barrel are used for ingredient and processed
- Processed foods from third country are re-packed and labeled in Japan: OK
  - Re-packaged processed food in the barrel to bottles
- Not processed in Japan and re-export: N/A
  - The invoices indicate that products are organic
- Not processed in Japan and re-packed in the cardboard box: N/A
  - The boxes are labeled as organic
- Not processed in Japan and re-packed in the cardboard box: N/A
  - Neither boxes nor invoices are labeled/indicated as organic